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EA Prerequisite 2: Minimum Energy Performance
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The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
Regional Alternative Compliance Path
Brazil
Select all that apply. The following regions have alternative compliance paths available: (Optional)
All Projects
This active sample form has been modified for offline access. Modified fields and instructions are indicated in purple. Sample forms are for reference only.
The following table is intended to provide an indication of projected savings, but do not actually affect prerequisite compliance. Use the Target Energy Performance Results calculator on the ENERGY STAR website to generate the values.  If pursuing prescriptive compliance paths (Option 2 or 3), leave the Design energy consumption and cost values blank in the Target Finder website, and set the Design values equal to the Target values in this form.
Upload: Target Finder results
Provide the Target Finder energy performance results (a screen capture or other documentation containing the same information) for the project building. (Optional)
The building is unable to get a Target Finder score because the tool does not support the primary building type of the project building. (Optional)
Design
Target
Energy performance rating (1-100)
CO2-eq emissions (metric tons/year)
CO2-eq emissions reduction (%)
Target Finder
Table: Target finder
Select one of the following:
Option 1. Whole-building energy simulation: ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1-2007 or California Title 24-2005 Part 6. Projects outside the U.S. may use a USGBC-approved equivalent standard.
Option 2. Prescriptive compliance path: ASHRAE Advanced Energy Design Guide
Option 3. Prescriptive compliance path: Advanced Buildings Core Performance Guide
Option 3. Prescriptive compliance path: Green Guide for Health Care v2.2 Prescriptive Path for Energy Improvements in Hospitals
Refer to the Credit Library for a list of USGBC-approved equivalent standards.
Option 4. Brazil compliance path: PBE Edifica 
Option 4 is for prerequisite compliance only.
Core and Shell Scope
Select one of the following:
In Scope. The project scope include the performance improvements for the entire project building, including tenant-occupied spaces.
Tenant Work. It is anticipated that there will be additional tenant work beyond the project scope.
Compliance with the prerequisite requirements must be documented for the entire project building and associated grounds, including tenant occupied spaces, from which anticipated tenant work may also be documented.
In Scope
Tenant Work
Tenant Neutral. Performance calculations will indicate performance data as neutral for all anticipated energy-related design and construction elements of the tenant-occupied spaces.
Tenant Sales or Lease Agreement. Performance calculations will indicate performance data as specified in the tenant sales and/or lease agreement for all the anticipated energy-related design and construction elements of the tenant-occupied spaces.
Select one of the following:
Refer to Core and Shell Appendix 2 for energy modeling guidelines.
Tenant Neutral
Complete the following performance calculations. For the core and shell project scope use the actual energy-related design and construction elements (HVAC systems, envelope, lighting, etc.) to document the design case. For tenant-occupied spaces, document the same design and construction elements for the design case that are established for the baseline case. 
Tenant Sales or Lease Agreement
Option 1. Whole Building Energy Simulation
Upload: Minimum Energy Performance Calculator
Provide the completed Minimum Energy Performance Calculator (found under the prerequisite's "Resources" tab in the Credit Library).
Provide the following value from the Summary tab of the Minimum Energy Performance Calculator:
Total energy cost savings (%)
Describe the building input parameters (e.g., demand reduction measures) leading to the variation in energy rates, and provide detailed information regarding the utility rate structure including all demand and energy charges, and the seasonal and time-of-use structure of the utility tariff. 
For projects where proposed and baseline rates vary by more than 10%
Select one of the following:
Upload: DOE2, eQuest, or Visual DOE documentation
Provide the input summary and the BEPS, BEPU, and ES-D reports. 
Upload: EnergyPlus documentation
Provide the input summary, Annual Building Utility Performance Summary (ABUPS), System Summary, and the file that shows the annual energy cost by fuel source. 
Upload: EnergyPro documentation
Provide the input summary and the Title 24 reports: PERF-1, ECON-1, and UTIL-1. 
Upload: HAP documentation
Provide the input summary, Annual Cost Summary, Unmet Load reports for all plants and systems (Building Zone Temperature Report), and Systems Energy Budget by Energy Source.
Upload: Trace documentation
Provide the input summary, Energy Consumption Summary, Energy Cost Budget/PRM Summary report, and Performance Rating Method Details.
Upload: Other modeling software documentation
Provide supporting documents such as input and output summaries, energy and cost reports, etc.
Option 2. Prescriptive Path: AEDG
Path 3. ASHRAE 30% Advanced Energy Design Guide for Small Warehouses and Self-Storage Buildings
Select one of the following.  Choose the appropriate AEDG for the project type:
Path 2. ASHRAE 30% Advanced Energy Design Guide for Small Retail Buildings
Path 1. ASHRAE 30% Advanced Energy Design Guide for Small Office Buildings
Upload: AEDG Tables
Provide the completed AEDG Tables (found under the prerequisite's "Resources" tab in the Credit Library). 
Briefly describe the information used to determine the appropriate climate zone for the project. Specifically, indicate the location of the closest city from ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Table B-2 or the Cooling Degree Days (CDD50°F [CDD10°C]) and Heating Degree Days (HDD65°F [HDD18°C]) used to determine the climate zone in Table B-4. Also identify the annual precipitation and annual mean temperature used to determine climate zone letters (Table B-2).
Projects outside the U.S. should use ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Appendices B and D to determine the appropriate climate zone.
Summarize the implementation strategies used to meet the ASHRAE AEDG requirements.  Consider the chapter "How to Implement Recommendations" of the standard and reference any recommendations used.
Option 3. Prescriptive Path: Core Performance Guide
Full documentation path
Licensed Professional Exemption (RA and PE)
A Licensed Professional Exemption for a registered architect AND a professional engineer is available in lieu of the full documentation requirements of the Prescriptive Compliance Path: Advanced Buildings Core Performance Guide. 
Select one of the following:
Licensed Professional Exemption
Licensed Professional Exemption claimed by (RA) 
Exemption signature
I have the technical competence and expertise to perform or oversee the technical work described in the LEED submittal(s) under the full documentation path, and/or can verify that work has been successfully and properly performed. Furthermore, to the best of my knowledge, and using reasonable professional judgment, the LEED requirements associated with the LEED submittal documents indicated as exempted below have been met in the referenced LEED project building. This conclusion is based on my either having performed or overseen execution of the technical work described in the submittal being exempted, and/or having verified the work was successfully and properly performed. I agree that by completing my name below that this constitutes my legal signature and truthful declaration. 
Licensed Professional Exemption claimed by (PE) 
Exemption signature
I have the technical competence and expertise to perform or oversee the technical work described in the LEED submittal(s) under the full documentation path, and/or can verify that work has been successfully and properly performed. Furthermore, to the best of my knowledge, and using reasonable professional judgment, the LEED requirements associated with the LEED submittal documents indicated as exempted below have been met in the referenced LEED project building. This conclusion is based on my either having performed or overseen execution of the technical work described in the submittal being exempted, and/or having verified the work was successfully and properly performed. I agree that by completing my name below that this constitutes my legal signature and truthful declaration. 
Climate zone number (from CPG Appendix B)
Climate zone type (from CPG Appendix B)
Projects outside the U.S. should use ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Appendices B and D to determine the appropriate climate zone.
Briefly describe the information used to determine the appropriate climate zone for the project. Specifically, indicate the location of the closest city from ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Table B-2 or the Cooling Degree Days (CDD50°F [CDD10°C]) and Heating Degree Days (HDD65°F [HDD18°C]) used to determine the climate zone in Table B-4. Also identify the annual precipitation and annual mean temperature used to determine climate zone letters (Table B-2).
Select all that apply. Prior to schematic design, Core Performance strategies were discussed at one or more meetings attended by the following team members:
Criteria 1.1: Identify Design Intent
Owner
Lighting designer
Architect
General contractor
Utility program representative
Mechanical engineer
Electrical engineer
Leasing agent
Upload: Statement of Energy Design Intent 
Provide the ENERGY STAR Statement of Energy Design Intent (SEDI). (Optional)
The OPR, construction documents, commissioning requirements and bid submittals include all the required elements as specified in Criteria 1.2 of Core Performance and effectively document the design intent and design performance.
Criteria 1.2: Communicating Design Intent
Upload: Meeting summary and goals statement
Provide a document that contains a meeting summary and goals statement.
Criteria 1.3: Building Configurations
In accordance with CPG Criteria 1.3, the implications of alternate building configurations were considered via analysis using the following tool:
Upload: Building configuration tool output
Provide an output or summary of the outcomes of the building configuration tool.
Criteria 1.4: Mechanical System Design
Total building load (heating)
Total building load (cooling)
Total building capacity (heating)
Total building capacity (cooling)
Criteria 1.6: Operator Training and Documentation
The operator training program will be/was performed by the building design and construction team and includes a formal walk-through and training session. Full documentation of building characteristics, equipment, operation, control, maintenance and monitoring protocols will be/was provided to the building operations team. Additionally, each of the following steps will be/was completed prior to occupancy:
·  Systems manuals and a full set of design and installation documents were delivered and accepted by the building operations team.
·  Appropriate maintenance schedules and calibration requirements were included in the operations manual.
·  Information is developed and provided describing building user interface with lighting, ventilation, and temperature controls.
·  Control and data collection protocols were set up and understood by the building operations team.
Criteria 1.7: Performance Data Review
Building data collection methods are planned or in place for the following elements:
·  Hourly metered electric data·  Hourly metered gas use data·  Monthly water use data·  Typical occupant use patterns·  Building hours of use
Criteria 2.1: Energy Code Compliance
For all elements not described in the Core Performance Guide and included in the architect's scope of work for the project building, the project building meets or exceeds the ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2004 or International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) 2006 requirements (or the local energy code, if more stringent).
For all elements not described in the Core Performance Guide and included in the mechanical engineer's scope of work for the project building, the project building meets or exceeds the ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2004 or International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) 2006 requirements (or the local energy code, if more stringent).
For all elements not described in the Core Performance Guide and included in the electrical engineer's scope of work for the project building, the project building meets or exceeds the ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2004 or International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) 2006 requirements (or the local energy code, if more stringent). 
Upload: State or local code documentation
Provide documentation demonstrating that the state or local energy code is equivalent to or more stringent than ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2004 (not required for California Title 24-2005 Part 6). 
Specify the energy code used
For projects using a state or local energy code
Upload: Interactive compliance forms
To support compliance with all ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007 mandatory provisions, provide the following ASHRAE interactive compliance forms: (Optional)
·  Building envelope compliance documentation
·  Lighting compliance documentation
·  HVAC compliance documentation
·  Service water heating compliance documentation
Criteria 2.2: Air Barrier Performance
The materials specified for the air barrier system meet the permeability requirements in the Core Performance Guide.
Construction documents for the project building include details for installation of a continuous air barrier. 
Criteria 2.4: Below Grade Exterior Insulation
Select all that apply. The following attributes apply to the project building:
The building is located in climate zone type "A".
The building is designed specifically for youth and elderly populations.
The building has a planned period of greater than seven days when mechanical systems are shut down.
The building does not have a mechanical system maintaining the dew point temperature of the indoor slab on grade or below-grade floor or below-grade wall.
Describe installation detail at slab edge. Indicate insulation level, location and quality.
Criteria 2.5: Opaque Envelope Performance
Percentage vertical glazing of the building (%)
Buildings with glazing area greater than 40% of gross wall area cannot document compliance using Option 3. These projects should instead pursue Option 1. Whole Building Energy Simulation.
Table: Opaque envelope performance
Enter the Core Performance requirements per the building climate zone, and enter the corresponding proposed design qualities for each element.
Envelope Element
Core Performance
Requirement
Proposed 
Design
R-Value
U-Factor/
C-Factor/
F-Factor
R-Value
U-Factor/
C-Factor/
F-Factor
Roof
Walls above grade
Walls below grade
Floors
Slab-on-grade floors
Opaque doors
Criteria 2.6: Fenestration Performance
Percent skylight area of the building (%)
Buildings with skylight area greater than 5% of gross roof area cannot document compliance using Option 3. These projects should instead pursue Option 1. Whole Building Energy Simulation.
Enter the Core Performance requirements per the building's climate zone, and enter the corresponding proposed design attributes.
Table: Fenestration performance
Core Performance Requirement
NFRC Rating
Proposed 
Design
Fenestration
Element
Projection Factor (PF)
SHGC
VLT/SHGC Ratio
U-Factor
SHGC
VLT/SHGC Ratio
U-Factor
Windows
Skylights
Criteria 2.7: Lighting Controls
Select all that apply. Through occupancy sensors and/or automatic daylight controls, all areas of the project building incorporate the following switching and control strategies as described in the CPG:
Bi-level switching
Separate switching at daylit areas
Automatic controls
Describe the switching and control strategies for the project building. For occupancy sensors, include type, location, and timer settings. For automatic controls, include type, location, and power reduction settings.
Criteria 2.8: Lighting Power Density (LPD)
Select one of the following. The lighting power density is calculated using the following method: 
Whole-building approach
Space-by-space approach
The calculated lighting power densities for each use category do not exceed the allowed lighting equipment power densities listed in Table 2.8.1 of the CPG.
The mechanical equipment in the building (package unitary equipment, gas unit heaters, package terminal air conditioners & heat pumps, boilers, electric & absorption chillers, and other equipment) meet the efficiency requirements of the CPG.
Criteria 2.10: Dedicated Mechanical Systems
Select all that apply: 
The project building includes zones with special process temperature requirements.
The project building includes zones with special process humidity requirements.
The project building includes areas with significantly different load profiles than the main building.
Describe the special zones or major process loads in the building and explain the air distribution system installed for these zones which is separate from the system serving the zones requiring only comfort conditioning. Or explain any separate supplementary control provisions installed to ensure the primary systems are specifically controlled for comfort purposes only.
Criteria 2.11: Demand Control Ventilation
Upload: Floor plans
Provide credit-specific representative floor plan(s) indicating the location of CO2 sensors installed as part of the demand control ventilation system.
Criteria 2.12: Domestic Hot Water System Efficiency Control
Select one of the following:
There is a domestic hot water (DHW) system in the building that consists of either a demand hot water heating system, high efficiency tank water heater, or a sealed combustion hot water heating system. Tank systems include R-14 tank insulation and heat traps. Fossil-fuel-fired systems that are not sealed combustion include flue control dampers.
There is no DHW system in the building.
Criteria 2.13: Fundamental Economizer Performance
Outside air economizers incorporate the following features, and performance will be/was verified at project completion:
·  Factory-installed·  Fully-modulating damper motor·  Damper drive mechanism·  Proportional damper control·  Coordinated control·  Economizer control·  Relief air and modulating return air damper·  Minimum outside ventilation air measurement by temperature
Option 3. Prescriptive Path: Green Guide for Health Care
For all elements included in the architect's scope of work for the project, the project design complies with all ASHRAE 90.1-2007 mandatory provisions (Sections 5.4, 6.4, 7.4, 8.4, 9.4, and 10.4), or USGBC-approved equivalent standard mandatory provisions.
For all elements included in the mechanical engineer's scope of work for the project, the project design complies with all ASHRAE 90.1-2007 mandatory provisions (Sections 5.4, 6.4, 7.4, 8.4, 9.4, and 10.4), or USGBC-approved equivalent standard mandatory provisions.
For all elements included in the electrical engineer's scope of work for the project, the project design complies with all ASHRAE 90.1-2007 mandatory provisions (Sections 5.4, 6.4, 7.4, 8.4, 9.4, and 10.4), or USGBC-approved equivalent standard mandatory provisions.
Upload: Interactive compliance forms
To support compliance with all ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007 mandatory provisions, provide the following ASHRAE interactive compliance forms: (Optional)
·  Building envelope compliance documentation
·  Lighting compliance documentation
·  HVAC compliance documentation
·  Service water heating compliance documentation
Full documentation path
Licensed Professional Exemption (PE)
A Licensed Professional Exemption for a professional engineer is available in lieu of the full documentation requirements of the Prescriptive Path for Energy Improvements in Hospitals. 
Select one of the following:
Licensed Professional Exemption
Licensed Professional Exemption claimed by (PE) 
Exemption signature
I have the technical competence and expertise to perform or oversee the technical work described in the LEED submittal(s) under the full documentation path, and/or can verify that work has been successfully and properly performed. Furthermore, to the best of my knowledge, and using reasonable professional judgment, the LEED requirements associated with the LEED submittal documents indicated as exempted below have been met in the referenced LEED project building. This conclusion is based on my either having performed or overseen execution of the technical work described in the submittal being exempted, and/or having verified the work was successfully and properly performed. I agree that by completing my name below that this constitutes my legal signature and truthful declaration. 
High Performance Windows and Glazing
Table: Windows and glazing
For each window type complete the following table demonstrating that the center-of-glass U-value is less than 0.29, the solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) is less than 0.38, and the whole-unit U-value is less than 0.40.
Window or Glazing 
Description
U-Value
(at center of glass)
SHGC
(at center of glass)
U-Value of the 
Whole Window Unit
Upload: Overall lighting power density documentation
Provide a report showing that overall (interior plus exterior) lighting power density is at least 10% less than requirements in ASHRAE 90.1-2007. The "interior lighting application worksheet" from Comcheck (or similar) may be used as a model, but it must be augmented with data from exterior lighting to derive the project total lighting power density.
Lighting Power Density
Upload: Exterior lighting power density documentation 
Provide the exterior lighting application worksheet from Comcheck (or similar) showing exterior lighting power density is at least 20% less than requirements in ASHRAE 90.1-2007.
Lighting Controls
Occupancy sensor lighting controls will be installed in all offices, storage areas and mechanical spaces.
HVAC
The HVAC system serving all areas includes VAV air handling units supplied by a central chilled water and boiler plant.
Zoning controls are such that pressure relationships are maintained as specified in the 2010 FGI Guidelines for Design and Construction of Hospitals and Health Care Facilities, Section 6, Table 7-1.  Zoning controls are used on supply air, return air, and exhaust air systems.
Upload: Manufacturer's data for boiler system
Provide manufacturer's data showing the boiler system, including auxiliaries, complies with the 90% efficiency specifications at design conditions. Provide documentation for systems constituting at least 50% of the total installed boiler capacity.
Upload: Manufacturer's data for chiller system 
Provide manufacturer's data demonstrating that the chiller system operates at a maximum 0.52 kW/ton (0.15 kW/kW) at full load and 0.399 kW/ton (0.11 kW/kW) at part-load (IPLV). Provide documentation for systems constituting at least 50% of the total installed chiller capacity.
The following items have been met:
·  Design fan power of each system is at least 10% less than requirements in ASHRAE 90.1-2007.
·  Turndown ratio on all VAV boxes have been reduced in accordance with ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Prescriptive Requirement 6.5.2.1.
·  Hot and chilled water pumps rated at 3 hp (2.24 kW) or greater are designed with variable speed drives and a minimum part-load ratio of 30%.
·  All specified fan and pump motors meet National Electrical Manufacturer's Association (NEMA) standards for premium efficiency.
Option 4. Brazil Compliance Path: PBE Edifica 
The project meets all of the general requirements identified in the PBE Edifica Application Manual Version 1. 
Upload: PBE Edifica Seal documentation
Provide a copy of the PBE Edifica Seal demonstrating that the project received an "A" rating in each of the required categories (envelope, lighting and HVAC) for the "Etiqueta PROJETO" phase of the project. 
Upload: Método Prescritivo 
Provide the final report from an INMETRO accredited body that demonstrates that the project building meets all of the requirements for an "A" rating in each of the required categories (envelope, lighting, HVAC). 
Upload: Método de Simulação
Provide the final report an INMETRO accredited body that demonstrates that the project building meets all of the requirements for an "A" rating through the simulation method. 
Select one of the following:
All Projects
For all design and construction elements included in the architect or interior designer's scope of work for the project,
the project design complies with all ASHRAE 90.1-2007 mandatory provisions (Sections 5.4, 6.4, 7.4, 8.4, 9.4, and 10.4), or USGBC-approved equivalent standard mandatory provisions. The project design complies with ASHRAE 90.1-2007 prescriptive requirements (Sections 5.5 or 5.6, 6.5, 7.5 and 9.5) or performance requirements (Section 11), or USGBC-approved equivalent standard requirements.
For all design and construction elements included in the engineer's scope of work for the project, the project design complies with all ASHRAE 90.1-2007 mandatory provisions (Sections 5.4, 6.4, 7.4, 8.4, 9.4, and 10.4), or USGBC-approved equivalent standard mandatory provisions. The project design complies with ASHRAE 90.1-2007 prescriptive requirements (Sections 5.5 or 5.6, 6.5, 7.5 and 9.5) or performance requirements (Section 11), or USGBC-approved equivalent standard requirements.
Upload: Interactive compliance forms
To support compliance with all ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007 mandatory provisions, provide the following ASHRAE interactive compliance forms: (Optional)
·  Building envelope compliance documentation
·  HVAC compliance documentation
·  Service water heating compliance documentation
Lighting Power Density
Upload: Lighting interactive compliance form
Provide the completed ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007 Lighting Compliance Documentation interactive compliance form.
Select one of the following. Lighting power density is calculated by the following method:
Space-by-space approach
Whole building lighting power allowance to the tenant space
Completing the interior lighting power allowance table on the ASHRAE form is optional.  All remaining sections must be completed.  Projects using Title 24-2005 must provide the equivalent lighting compliance forms.
Energy code used
Table: Lighting power density
Complete the table for all spaces in the LEED project scope.
Building Area or 
Space Type
Code Allowed
 LPD
Gross 
Area
Lighting Power Allowance
(W)
Installed Interior Lighting Power 
(W)
Totals
Table: Additional lighting power density (Optional)
Special Lighting Space Type
Gross Area
Additional LPD Allowance
Additional 
Lighting Power Allowance
(W)
Installed 
Additional Interior
Lighting Power
 (W)
Totals
Table: Lighting power density summary
Energy Code Allowance
(W)
Installed 
(W)
Regular interior lighting power (W)
Additional interior lighting power 1 (W)
Total lighting power allowance (W)
Must be at least 10%.
Percent lighting power reduction achieved (%)
Notes:
1  Will be zero if the project does not include specific lighting functions that warrant additional lighting power allowance per ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Section 9.6.2. Only actual lighting wattage installed can be claimed as additional lighting power allowance.
For projects with ENERGY STAR equipment installed as part of the tenant scope
Table: ENERGY STAR equipment
Complete the table for all spaces in the project scope.  If no ENERGY STAR (or equivalent for projects outside the U.S.) equipment is installed for a certain line, enter "N/A" for make and model.
Category or Type
Number
of Equipment
Pieces
Rated 
Power per
Equipment 
Piece
 (W)
Subtotal
(W)
Number
of
Equipment
Pieces
Rated 
Power per
Equipment 
Piece
(W)
Subtotal
(W)
Total
Equipment 
Power
(W)
 Make and Model
ENERGY STAR (or equivalent) Equipment
ENERGY STAR-Eligible Equipment
Totals
Notes:
1 Must be at least 50%. 
Percent ENERGY STAR (or equivalent) rated equipment 1 (%)
For projects outside the U.S. using an equivalent to ENERGY STAR
Upload: ENERGY STAR equivalence
Provide documentation demonstrating equivalence with ENERGY STAR.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
Summary
Date
Name
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